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Encoding and Decoding

Source: Kosara, R. (2017): Encoding vs. Decoding, EagerEyes, retrieved from: https://eagereyes.org/basics/encoding-vs-decoding#more-9971 
(last accessed on July 27, 2020).

https://eagereyes.org/basics/encoding-vs-decoding#more-9971
https://eagereyes.org/basics/encoding-vs-decoding#more-9971
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Visual Encoding

Mark Example Description

Point The point mark is commonly used as a marker to 
represent quantitative values through position on a 
scale, forming the basis of, for example, the scatter 
plot. 

Line The line mark is commonly used to represent 
quantitative values through variation in size 
(length), forming the basis of, for example, the bar 
chart.

Shape The shape mark is commonly used to represent 
quantitative values through variation in size and 
position, forming the basis, for example, the 
bubble plot.

Form The form mark is used to represent quantitative 
values through variation in size (volume), forming 
the basis of charts that encode 3D representations. 

A CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF MARK ENCODINGS

Source: Kirk, A. (2019): Data Visualisation - A Handbook for Data Driven Design, 2nd Edition, Sage, London et al., p. 136.
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Attribute Example Description

Position Variation in position along a scale is used to 
indicate a quantitative value, often using a point 
mark.

Size 
(length)

Variation in size (length) is used to represent 
quantitative values on proportional scales where 
the larger sizes mean larger quantities. The line 
mark has a single linear spatial dimension, i.e., it 
shows quantities through either height or width 
but not both.

Size (area) Variation in size (area) is used to represent 
quantitative values based on proportional scales 
where larger sizes mean larger quantities. The 
shape mark has two (quadratic) spatial 
dimensions, I.e., it shows quantities through a 
combination of both height and width.

Size 
(volume)

Variation in size (volume) is used to represent 
quantitative values based on proportional scales 
where larger sizes mean larger quantities. The 
form mark has three (cubic) spatial dimensions, I.e., 
it shows quantities through a combinational of 
height, width, and depth.

A CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF ATTRIBUTE ENCODINGS

Source: Kirk, A. (2019): Data Visualisation - A Handbook for Data Driven Design, 2nd Edition, Sage, London et al., p. 136.
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Attribute Example Description

Angle Variation in the size of an angle is used to 
represent quantitative values where larger angles 
mean larger quantities or, more specifically, larger 
parts of a whole.

Quantity Variation in the quantity of a set of point marks 
(such as symbols) can be used to present a single 
or aggregated quantitative value.

Color: Hue Variation in color hue is typically used for 
distinguishing categorical data values.

Color: 
Saturation

Variation in color saturation can be used, often in 
conjunction with other colour properties, to 
represent ordinal scales; typically the greater the 
saturation, the greater the hierarchical emphasis.

Color: 
Lightness

Variation in the lightness of colour can be used to 
represent quantitative scales; typically, the darker 
the colour, the higher the quantity. 

A CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF ATTRIBUTE ENCODINGS

Source: Kirk, A. (2019): Data Visualisation - A Handbook for Data Driven Design, 2nd Edition, Sage, London et al., p. 137.
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Attribute Example Description

Pattern Variation in pattern (sometimes also described 
as pattern texture or density) can be used to 
represent ordinal scales or distinguish 
categorical values, perhaps indicating degrees 
of certainty.

Symbol Variation in symbols are commonly used for 
distinguishing categorical data values. The 
scope of this attribute could extend to images 
and illustrations explicitly representative of 
data values. 

Connection Connection (also know as edge) indicates a 
relationship between two nodes established by 
a connection line. The shape and size of the 
connection is usually meaningless but 
sometimes arrows or variation in line thickness 
may be used to encode some notion of 
direction in the relationship.

Containment Containment (also known as enclosure) is a 
way of encoding a hierarchical relationship 
between categories that belong to a related 
parent category grouping.

A CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF ATTRIBUTE ENCODINGS

Source: Kirk, A. (2019): Data Visualisation - A Handbook for Data Driven Design, 2nd Edition, Sage, London et al., p. 137.
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Chart Types
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SIMPLE TEXT

Source: Nussbaumer Knaflic, C. (2015): Storytelling with data, Wiley, Hoboken, pp. 38/39.

Source: The Wall Street Journal (2020): CMO Today Newsletter of July 24, 2020.
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Source: Own illustration inspired by descriptions in Kirk, A. (2019): Data Visualisation - A Handbook for Data Driven Design, 2nd Edition, Sage, 
London et al., p. 138.
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